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Abstract
　Recently, a great deal of attention has been paid for generalized trust. In social capital 
research, generalized trust has been recognized to be a proxy of the concept of social capital, 
therefore it was used by much of empirical research. In this paper, we examined in terms of 
the evaluation of generalized trust in social capital empirical research such as social capital 
benchmark survey and social capital survey that was conducted by World Bank. Also 
we examined the secondary data such as General Social Survey. As a result, it is easy for 






































































speaking, would you say that most people can be trusted, or 





















































　パットナムは，ハーバード大学John F. Kennedy School 
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て き た 測 定 の 試 み と し て は，The Social Capital 
Assessment Tool（以下，SOCAT/SCATとする），Social 
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